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Chairman’s Chat
Chocks away
It was not just the buds that were bursting…

Our newly-positioned Spring AGM was a great success
and our editor Stuart Bladon fashioned a fabulous

Spring issue of this magazine with a bright new cover
which was positively overflowing with great feature article
content. I hope that you enjoyed it as much as I did - and
thanks go to our contributors for their lively contributions. If
you’d like to see your car in print or would like to make a contribution on the
enormous subject matter that Bentley and Rolls-Royce provide do please let our
editor know on editor@rrecwessex.org.uk

Now our fabulous Summer events programme is under way and after the long
period of enforced inactivity there are wonderful opportunities to exercise your
favourite vehicle, drive through some of our superb countryside and meet up with
our top-notch members.

We’ve been sending you our emailed monthly All Torque newsletter with news
and updates and there is already a flurry of activity and interest. So don’t delay,
make a booking.  It is really easy in most cases - simply contact the host/contact
for each event by email or phone. No tedious forms to fill in. No charges either in
the majority of cases.
And don’t forget everything is permanently available to view on our website -
rrecwessex.org.uk

The website is freely available to all with no irritating passwords to remember.
You’ll find events, committee contact info and the quarterly magazine Torque all
waiting there ready for you to access on the members page.  And lots,lots more
elsewhere. A recent member told me that our website was a veritable mine of
information - the Wessex Section at your finger tips.

And don’t be bashful if your car is off the road with some temporary ‘failure to
proceed’ or undergoing mechanical or beauty treatment - it’s you that we want to
see. Maybe you can persuade another member to give you a lift. Sometimes
being a passenger opens up a whole new perspective to enjoying our favourite
classic cars.

Counting the moments until we meet.
Brian
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   Another small Victory
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When one is accused of some
offence, the first reaction is to

wonder if it were true.  Did I really do
it, perhaps in my sleep?  But when
the accusation was that I had four
times crossed the
Humber Bridge without
paying the toll I knew it
was false. 400 miles in
my sleep?  No way!

Four separate A4
letters had arrived, each
showing a grainy picture
of my number plate, and I
responded as directed
when denying the
offence.  Two weeks later came
another round of the same
accusations, so this time I sent a
detailed reply to each one stating that
on the date named my car had been
locked away in a garage 200 miles
from the Humber Bridge.

Two more weeks and four more
demands for payment with excess
charges for delay.  This time I got
down on my tummy and took a close
up  picture of my number plate and
pointed out that the one in their
picture was obviously cloned as it did
not show the number plate maker’s
name as required by law and I also
wrote to the Humberside police
advising them to look out for an Audi
A3 with false number plates.  I

received no reply.  Mine clearly shows
SALISBURY AUDI.

The grandchildren thought it was
a hoot, and promised to send me a
get-out-of-jail-free-card if the cloned

Audi were ever used
in a bank robbery.

Eventually my
daughter Rachel,
who is very good on
the phone, managed
to batter her way
through to the
Humber Bridge
authorities and get
the matter resolved.

Another small victory but a lot of
wasted time and effort.

I hope I will be forgiven for
displaying a picture of a non-Club car,
but it is important for everyone to
know how easy it is to obtain a false
number plate, and to be aware that
the police and authorities place too
much reliance on number plate
recognition. It is also advisable to
keep a record of movements so that if
you are accused of an offence you
can check what you were doing on
that date and know if the accusation
is false.

Stuart Bladon

user


user
����
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NOTICE
It is necessary to point out that no liability is assumed by the authors of articles or other content appearing in physical
or electronic publications and other communications from the RREC Wessex Section, or by the Section itself, its
Officers, or the RREC and its Officers, in connection with any actions taken or not taken arising from these
publications and communications.

Only three Club cars lined up at the Hunters Lodge for our March lunch

Spring lunch in Somerset. Report  by Mike Dant

We welcomed an invitation
from Gary Wragg

(Wessex meetings coordinator)
to a lunch booked at The
Hunters Lodge, Odcombe,
Yeovil, a public House just in
Somerset.  The invitation said
that if 25 members attended
this mid-week meeting then the
public house would put on a
carvery.

We were keen to support a
Wessex event so four of us set
out on a cloudy day from
Southampton to drive all the
way to Somerset.  You can

imagine our surprise when we
arrived to find just three Rolls-
Royce’s in the car park!
 They were a Silver Shadow
owned by Tony Littlefair from
Lymington, Stuart Bladon and
Mickey (magazine editor and
enthusiastic supporter of all
things Wessex and RREC) in
his Corniche from Milford-on-
Sea, and my car a Silver
Seraph from Southampton.
Other members transported in
members’ cars were David
Young, John Wilson and Gary
Wragg (who had come only 10

Concluded overleaf

user


user
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Hunters:Lodge lunch Contd

miles to the pub rather than our
50 miles).

In spite of the poor turnout
(probably due to a fear of Covid
infection) the pub produced
excellent meals and we all
enjoyed having come so far (or
near).   Unfortunately, we sat
on separate tables away from
each other which was not very
sensible.  However, this situation
arose as I did not recognise
anyone on the other table (Stuart
Bladon having hidden from us!).
We eventually collected the
names of the other members
due to my wife asking them.

Stuart said that he enjoyed
his lunch but was dismayed to
hear ‘no Ringwood beer’, no
soup’, and worst of all,’no dogs’.
Mickey was not too pleased to
travel for an hour and then be
made to remain in the car
instead of joining us for lunch.

Gary, please reorganise a
meal at this excellent Public
House as it was well worth
visiting.  More publicity next time
would be in order and we will all
turn up!

Mike Dant

So what are they all reading so avidly?  Well, Torque of course!
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Sharing your passion for over 35
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MEMBERS’
MOTORS

20/25 Adventure

In 2019 we were looking for a
car for a European trip,

planned for 2020 and we were
becoming more drawn to

something pre war.  We had
been looking at several ideas
and then decided we really
needed to get on and buy

something so we would
have some time with
the car before the trip,
getting to know it and
having time to sort any
issues. We looked at a
lovely 1933 Alvis, but it
had a central throttle
and no synchromesh,
which didn’t make it so
easy to drive, and the
sunroof and wind-
screen had been
sealed up. We thought

Mark Henning fancied a
pre-war car for an
expedition to Italy, but it
didn’t quite work out.
Nevertheless, he still has
his sights set on Italy

Mark (left) with partner
Lewis Ryden and rhe
Rolls-Royce 20/25
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that might not be ideal going
somewhere warm!
 The other option we had been
looking at was a Rolls-Royce 20/25,
knowing that there is good support
and availability of parts, etc.  We
had been keeping an eye out and
dismissing several, but then decided
to take the plunge.

We found an attractive Hooper-
bodied Sports Saloon, with
overdrive, a replacement cylinder
head, stainless steel exhaust,
sunroof, opening screen etc. so it
ticked most of the boxes.  In
November 2019, we headed up to
North Wales in our newly acquired
20/25 for an overnight stay, ready to
drive it back to Bristol the next day.

All went well and we were
making good progress, but after
around 100 miles and a few big
hills, the temperature began
fluctuating and then rising. We saw
quite a bit of steam, so had to stop.
We paused for a while and then
topped the water back up; it had got
through a lot!

We continued for a while
keeping an eye on it but the
temperature remained too high and
with daylight soon to disappear we
conceded and called recovery for
the last part of the trip back home.

That weekend we went to a
Great Western Section lunch, to
which we had hoped to take our
new car, but clearly that wasn’t

going to happen.  However, it was
good to meet other members and
was useful listening to their advice.

Over the next few weeks, we set
about trying to solve the issue,
including cleaning out and
backflushing the cooling system. It
did seem to help a little, but not
entirely. So we took the car to a
local independent in Bristol, who did
some more work on this and also
identified that the calorstat was not
working, meaning the shutters on
the grill were fixed partially open
and did not open and close with the
change in temperature. A new one
was fitted along with a replacement
rotor arm, which was broken.
 Around the same time, the
autovac also stopped working and
fuel was not being delivered to the
carb.  I took it apart and discovered
that the old cork gaskets did not
look in very good order, so replaced
them and it has been reliable since.

There are always more things to
do, but it’s definitely improving now.
Learning about and understanding
the car is all part of the enjoyment.
 Whether this is the car to use for
the planned trip to Italy remains to
be seen!   In the meantime, we will
get on and just enjoy using it more,
as that is really what these cars
need.

Mark Henning
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The Leading Online

Instrument lights

Tail & brake lights

0121 773 7000
enquiries@bettercarlighting.co.uk

www.bettercarlighting.co.uk

Instrument lights

Tail & brake lights

Headlight bulbs
Flashers
Sidelights

We can supply special conversions to equip
early cars with orange indicators hidden within
the original red rear lights plus white sidelight

bulbs which flash orange.

NEW
Superb PL700
reproduction
headlights
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● SPECIALISING IN POST-WAR MODELS
TO PRESENT DAY

● ESTABLISHED IN 1983
● EASY ACCESS TO OUR WORKSHOPS

FROM M5 AND A30
● SALES / SERVICE / PARTS
● COURTESY CAR / COLLECTION AND

DELIVERY AVAILABLE
● ALL VEHICLES STORED INSIDE

OVERNIGHT
● VISIT THE WEBSITE TO VIEW OUR

LATEST CARS FOR SALE

01392 439283
enquiries@specialistcarssw.com

Alphin Centre, Alphin Brook Road,
Marsh Barton, Exeter EX2 8RG

www.specialistcars-southwest.co.uk
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A Day at Goodwood
Secretary Steve Wilks watched
some interesting racing at the
Members’ Day in April

On Sunday 10 April I went to
the Goodwood Members’

Meeting with my mechanic
nephew, Harry.  We went in my
1934 Rolls-Royce 20/25 having
serviced the front suspension
and dampers over the winter.
The ride is now even further
improved from when I serviced
the rear suspension just over
one year ago.

I had bought a ticket to park
on the Lavant Bank adjacent to
the Goodwood track.  My
nephew suffered a puncture on
the way over and so we arrived
at 9 am at Goodwood rather
than the planned 8 am. This
meant that the front row was
full and the  stewards placed us
on the back row.  Nevertheless
there are some advantages

Last November,
Charlie, the Classic car
specialist at Walker’s
Garage, Bransgore, put
the car on a machine
which optimises the
mixture. This was after I’d
cleaned up the
carburettor and put a new
jet in it. The car runs very
well now and hardly loses
any speed on some of the
long drags on the M27
such as that up to
Rownhams Services. The
plugs are now a light
brown instead of a sooty
black.

W.O.Bentley’s favourit car, the 8-litre
whjch was on view at Goodwood
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Day at Goodwood Concluded
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to having your car at hand.
I find the Members’ Meeting

to be the best of the Goodwood
motoring events as there is a
great atmosphere and it’s not at
all crowded.

Bentley Motors brought
along several cars from their
Heritage Collection and I
chatted at length to their
representative. My eye was
particularly drawn to an 8-litre
saloon which was WO’s own
car.  I love the lines of this car
with its tall bonnet and lower
roof line. It looked in great
condition.

Highlight of the racing for
me was the Fraser-Nash race.
You’re probably familiar with
these. They have four sets of
chains and sprockets rotating
the whole time and the gear

lever moves a dog from one set
to another without the need for
a clutch. The clutch is only used
for starting off. This means that
they are very quick and light
cars.

I believe that I’m right in
saying that they don’t have a
differential as the final drive
sprockets are spaced out on
the back axle. This means that
they easily drift around corners
as both wheels have to rotate at
the same speed. All makes for
an exciting spectacle!

The weather was kind,
although disappointedly many
of the daffodils planted around
the circuit had gone.

Steve Wilks
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Visit to extended and refurbished
HAYNES INTERNATIONAL MUSEUM

Five years ago - that would be
2017 - we had a Section visit

to the Haynes Motor Museum at
Sparkbrook, just off A303.   A
memorable meeting on that
occasion was the first encounter
with our newly appointed
secretary Mike Dant, who had
been away on a three-month
tour but was now taking over
from Jean Marples.  Of great
interest, too, on our visit in May,
was to find how vastly improved
the Museum has become in the
intervening time.  It has been
extended and refurbished, and

nearly all exhibits now have
clearly mounted and very
informative display cards giving
full details about the cars.
 For some members it was
quite a long flog to get there, 65
miles was typical, but it was well
worth it, and the visit arranged
by Gary Wragg gave a group
discounted entry fee.
 It was disappointing that only
five members took advantage of
the visit, Gary and his wife being
joined by Nigel Martin, Tony
Littlefair, Steve Wilks and Stuart
Bladon.

Visitors turning up on the same day, were intrigued to see the line-up of five
Rolls-Royces in the car park, all neatly parked by Wessex members
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ADVT
Car Storage in Purbeck
The storage units are in the village of East Stoke just off the A352 only 4
Miles from West Wareham, and
within easy distance of
Weymouth, Dorchester.
Access is very
easy with a large concrete
area for turning vans or lorries.
All units have strip lighting and
electric sockets if needed,
with the electric usage being
metered.
Please contact us for
terms and rates:
Purbeck Self Storage
Telephone 07836 369969
www.purbeckselfstorage.co.uk

Haynes visit Concluded
Amongst the mass of cars

on display, I thought, there must
be one here, and sure enough
there was.  I wanted a Jaguar
E-Type V12 for an article I had
written about the launch, and
letters to Jaguar Press Office
and Jaguar  magazine went

unanswered.  So for me it was
an added benefit of the trip.
 The only disappointment
was the poor choice of food at
the café.  Mickey didn’t think
much of the sandwiches, nor did
the master.  But good tables
and comfortable chairs are
provided, so on a future

occasion the answer might be
to take one’s own picnic.

Stuart Bladon
Hey, what’s a non-Club car
doing here?   Well Haynes
provided a much-needed
photo opportunity on our visit
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Book Review by Brian Palmer
Coachwork on Rolls-Royce Twenty, 20/25, 25/30 & Wraith

by James Taylor
Published by Herridge & Sons, 01409 281990 - Hardback, 208 pages, £50

This is a publishing tour de force.
The detail that author James Taylor

has delivered is mind-boggling and
specialist publisher Herridge & Sons
has really done him proud.

Let’s face it, many records of the
lesser known companies were less
than complete in the first place, or may
have been totally or partially destroyed
by subsequent owners, bombing
during WW2, subsequent site
redevelopment, or just general
disinterest in such old-fashioned craft
 I am aware that the records of
James Young of Bromley ended-up in
a skip as developers were clearing the
old factory buildings.  Thankfully an
enthusiast who happened to be
passing by spotted what was going on
and rescued some of them. How many
other magnificent archives, though, left
to happenstance were destroyed?

Coachbuilding companies were
also a pretty incestuous lot and were
not above farming out their orders to

others. A company dealing with very
well-heeled customers who wanted
only the best would tend to concentrate
on them and pass on the less
profitable business to others. Some
firms over time simply and
unashamedly became mere agents for
others. And because customers often
wanted the latest styles, some firms
were pretty shameless in copying
another’s signature work with just a few
detail changes to infer originality.

The author has found a steady
path through these obstacles by
dividing the book into Rolls-Royce
models and known coachbuilders - and
by helpfully subdividing into bodywork
styles such as saloons, limousines,
coupés, dropheads etc with the
chassis numbers to cross-reference.

I was delighted to discover
Palmers of Dover, which was new to
me, and intrigued to find out that they
had links with Connaught of London
who were pretty upper-crust in pre-
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WW1 days but were later thought to
be rather staid and out of fashion.

Another Kentish firm, Martin-
Walter of Folkestone, made very
attractive and sleek All-Weather
four-door convertibles in the Thirties
dubbed their Wingham design.
These were licensed from Glaser of
Germany and my own 1933
Lagonda 3-litre Motor Show car was
originally fitted with this sleek
coachwork.  It also had a fiendish
and heavy-weight semi-automatic
twelve-speed gearbox by Maybach
which cracked the standard
Lagonda frame.  Mine had the latest
beefed-up chassis which was also
used to introduce their new 4½-litre
model.

Coachcraft was a jobbing
concern that linked-in with Southern
Motors to re-body older chassis.
Their ability to modernise at a
bargain price found favour on
chassis as diverse as Delage and
Railton. The only 20/25 chassis
equipped from new with Coachcraft
bodywork was for the boss Captain
R. O’Neil-Butler. A stylish two-door
saloon of sleek continental
appearance it amply demonstrated
the prowess of this firm and is
currently on sale at Vintage &
Prestige. Wolf Barnato, who
financed and raced Cricklewood
Bentleys, became its second
custodian.

William Arnold of Manchester
undertook work on car bodies in
1910 and competed with Joseph
Cockshoot.  They were similarly

noted for their quality of construction
and there is clear evidence that the
two companies worked closely.
Though many examples are of
conservative appearance, William
Arnold was one of the more
successful houses to take-on the
fashionable semi-streamlined or
‘Airline’ styles.

And the overseas trade is not
forgotten. Binder, Kelner and
Saoutchik delivered a suitably
different dash of continental style to
customers across Europe. American
houses are not neglected, either,
nor local firms in Australia who
tended to offer beefier products to
their customers better suited to the
notorious ‘road’ conditions
encountered Down Under.

I could go on.  Indeed for me
some of the more fascinating
aspects of this book are the
glimpses of some of the smaller and
less well-documented participants of
this fascinating industry.

If I have one small criticism it is
that I would have liked so much
more. More information and far
more illustrations. Advertising by
these companies trying to lure
customers through their doors is
fabulous and illuminating.  While the
superb drawings and colour
renditions that the designers
produced for their clients - often with
clever overlays to display alternative
styles - are worthy of a book in their
own right.

As it is this superb rendition will
be in much demand.  Enjoy.



2015 BENTLEY CONTINENTAL GT V8 - £79,950 Finished in Stunning Onyx Metallic Black Paint with Main Hide in Linen & Secondary Hide in
Beluga, Piano Black Veneer, Full PPF over whole vehicle, Apple CarPlay Retrofitted, Quicksilver Exhaust Back-boxes fitted, Alpine Subwoofer in Boot, Only 12,000 Miles, Red
brake calipers, Infotainment system/satellite navigation, External media interface, 22 inch Khan Gloss Black & Diamond Cut Alloy Wheels. FSH, Immaculate Condition Throughout.

2007 ROLLS-ROYCE
PHANTOM - £79,950
Finished in Beautiful Dark
Blue with Main Hide in
Oatmeal and Secondary Hide
in Nautic, Burr Walnut Veneer
throughout the vehicle, Lambs
Wool Over-rugs, Only 57000
Miles, Stunning Vehicle
Throughout.

2006 BENTLEY GT -
£29,500
Finished in Onyx Black with
Both Main & Secondary Hides
in Beluga, Burr Walnut
Veneer, Upgraded
Infotainment, Ceramic
Coating applied, Fantastic
Condition, FSH. 32000 Miles.

2005 BENTLEY ARNAGE
- £35,000
Stunning Bentley Arnage T
Only 23000 miles. Finished in
Dark Blue with diamond
quilted inserts in seats
trimmed in Cotswold. 19" five
spoke two piece alloy wheels,
FSH, Amazing condition.

ROLLS-ROYCE SHADOW I
- £14,950 Finished in
Chrome Yellow, This was a
standard colour for the
Corniche Models but was very
rare in 4 Door Models, Light
Tan Interior with a Magnolia
Headlining, 90000 Miles,
comes with a large history files.

http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/BENTLEY/CONTINENTAL-R/AETV77413976
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV77413976');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/BENTLEY/AZURE/AETV81975312
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV81975312');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/BENTLEY/S3/AETV41710915
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV41710915');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/BENTLEY/ARNAGE/AETV23781963
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV23781963');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/BENTLEY/CONTINENTAL-R/AETV91811180
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV91811180');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/BENTLEY/CONTINENTAL-GT/AETV66227952
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV66227952');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/BENTLEY/CONTINENTAL-GT/AETV67444798
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV67444798');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/BENTLEY/BROOKLANDS/AETV45862430
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV45862430');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/BENTLEY/T-SERIES/AETV40416641
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV40416641');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/ROLLS-ROYCE/PHANTOM-DROPHEAD/AETV90691233
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV90691233');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/ROLLS-ROYCE/CORNICHE-CONVERTIBLE/AETV84004753
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV84004753');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/ROLLS-ROYCE/SILVER-SPUR/AETV62276914
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV62276914');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/ROLLS-ROYCE/SILVER-SPIRIT/AETV99107162
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV99107162');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/ROLLS-ROYCE/SILVER-SPIRIT-II/AETV99374704
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV99374704');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/ROLLS-ROYCE/SILVER-SPUR/AETV17635685
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV17635685');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/ROLLS-ROYCE/SILVER-SHADOW-II/AETV93547989
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV93547989');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/BENTLEY/CONTINENTAL-R/AETV77413976
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV77413976');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/BENTLEY/AZURE/AETV81975312
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV81975312');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/BENTLEY/S3/AETV41710915
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV41710915');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/BENTLEY/ARNAGE/AETV23781963
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV23781963');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/BENTLEY/CONTINENTAL-R/AETV91811180
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV91811180');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/BENTLEY/CONTINENTAL-GT/AETV66227952
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV66227952');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/BENTLEY/CONTINENTAL-GT/AETV67444798
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV67444798');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/BENTLEY/BROOKLANDS/AETV45862430
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV45862430');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/BENTLEY/T-SERIES/AETV40416641
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV40416641');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/ROLLS-ROYCE/PHANTOM-DROPHEAD/AETV90691233
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV90691233');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/ROLLS-ROYCE/CORNICHE-CONVERTIBLE/AETV84004753
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV84004753');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/ROLLS-ROYCE/SILVER-SPUR/AETV62276914
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV62276914');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/ROLLS-ROYCE/SILVER-SPIRIT/AETV99107162
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2008 BENTLEY FLYING SPUR - £29,950
Finished in Stunning Onyx Black with Main & Secondary Hides in Beluga with
Dashboard Fascia's in Brushed Aluminium with Piano Black throughout the
rest of the vehicle, Naim Audio System, Rear Infotainment Pack, Speed
Specification, 20" Multi Spoke Speed Alloy Wheels Finished in Gunmetal
Grey, Fantastic Condition Throughout. 43000 miles.
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MEDICAL CENTRE
HMSQUEEN ELIZABETH

28 Apr 2022

Dear Rolls-Royce Enthusiasts’ Club (Wessex Section) Friends

Wow – I cannot believe just quite how quickly 2022 has whizzed
past, making it late April already.

HMS QUEEN ELIZABETH spent the first 2 months alongside
undertaking some much-needed maintenance. Covid meant that
our planned maintenance period in Japan last year could not
happen, and instead a hastily re-arranged period of maintenance
occurred in Guam. Many of the parts were geographically
unavailable and hence there was a large regain to be done in
Spring 2022.

This time alongside also gave the prospect of some “re-set”
time. The Career managers had worked hard in 2021 to keep
ship’s company churn to a minimum. As a result, most
departments had about 35-40% churn in staff between returning
to Portsmouth in Dec 2021 and sailing in March 2022.
Additionally, many of the ship’s company were afforded the
opportunity to take some leave, attend courses, undertake
adventurous training and reconnect with their families.

Letter from HMS Queen Elizabeth
Forwarded by our liaison team, Michael and Lynn Firth
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 In Feb 2022 a new computer system was installed: OPNET. The
technical team prepared long and hard for the evolution and it
mostly (mostly) transitioned OK. Unfortunately, the medical
computer system became corrupted, which meant that there was
a loss of a fairly significant amount of data. Thankfully this was
corrected over Easter.

In March we set sail from Portsmouth, heading to Scotland. The
ship undertook collaborative working with our colleagues from
820 NAS (Merlin helicopters) from RNAS Culdrose en-route. Our
sailing date coincided with the outbreak of war in Ukraine, and, as
HMS QUEEN ELIZABETH once again became the Very High
Readiness carrier, our spring-into-summer programme looked
like it might change.

Post Scotland we were supposed to sail on to Norway, but it was
felt that this was un-necessarily provocative. Thus, we had a
hastily arranged trip to Liverpool.

The city warmly welcomed the ship, even though Liverpool is
actually affiliated to our sister ship HMS PRINCE of WALES.
There was a significant amount of Defence Engagement with VIP
lunches, cadet unit acquaints and school’s visits. The ship’s
company enjoyed our prestigious berth being so close to the
hustle / bustle of the city centre and the opportunity to
demonstrate their sporting prowess (netball / rugby /
football); take in some history (Western Approaches museum)
and enjoy the magnificence of the architecture (Albert dock /
Metropolitan Cathedral of Christ the King / Liverpool Cathedral).

The ship was back alongside in Portsmouth for Easter and HM
Queen Elizabeth’s birthday on 21 April.

The ship is now a flurry of activity ahead of sailing after the early

Concluded overleaf
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May Bank Holiday weekend. Immediately on sailing we commence
an intense period of Operational Sea Training. With so many new
members of ship’s company there is a requirement for a
Herculean effort to get everyone in the correct physical and mental
state to start the assessed training evolutions. The OST package
of training seems more pertinent than ever in 2022 as plans for the
ship’s late summer deployment are, like quick-sand, ever changing
with the current volatile international political landscape.

Sadly, my time with the Fleet Flag Ship is now drawing to a close,
and I am due to move on to pastures new later in May. I have
thoroughly enjoyed my time in HMS QUEEN ELIZABETH and I am
immensely proud of how much the Medical / Dental Department
have achieved during my short tenure as Commander Medical:
especially against the backdrop of Covid-19. I am sorry that the
ship has not been able to open itself up as much as it would have
liked during the past 2 years, but there are plans afoot for the ship
to be open for Affiliates’ visits in Aug 2022.

With every best wish.

Commander Medical and Principal
Medical Officer Dr Sue Schofield.

Letter from HMS Queen Elizabeth concluded
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Our 2022 section AGM was
held in the Village Hall at

Holt, just outside Wimborne on
a very pleasant and sunny day
in late March.  Our secretary
Steve Wilks had arranged a
mystery run beforehand.  Sadly
we couldn’t participate, but
enjoyed a pleasant journey from
Lower Parkstone to Holt,
arriving around 1130 hrs.  By
that time, the car park was
already beginning to fill up with
RR and Bentley motors, and
minutes later the first cars to
finish the mystery run were
starting to join us. Three prizes

were handed out at the end of
the AGM for participants who
passed the ‘test’ questions.  At
the AGM, business was
conducted in an efficient
manner.  The Old Inn at Holt is
operated by Dorset Brewers
Hall & Woodhouse, and has
recently had an extensive
refurbishment and provided
excellent lunches served
outside under huge umbrellas.
Thanks to Steve for making the
arrangements for an enjoyable
and successful outing.

Gary Trinder

Fine champagne
for the Mystery
Run winners,
Michael and Lynn
Firth, here
receiving it from
organiser Steve
Wilks.  Top quality
wines went to the
runners-up, Chris
Sheldrake and
Stuart Bladon

Mystery Run, AGM and lunch
Report by Gary Trinder

Pics by David Eve



to fault this car in any way.
Having only covered 44,000

miles from new understood to
be correct. All old MOT’s
stacks of service history it

would be hard to find  better.
£39,950

IVOR BLEANEY
OF THE  NEW FOREST

Tel: 01794 390895            E-mail: ivorbleaney@msn.com

A Perfect
Investment

Being a truly excep-
tional and elegant ex-

ample of a 1952
Rolls-Royce Silver

Wraith. Coachwork by
Park Ward. Owner
driver’s car with no

division. She is fitted
with the added extra of

full air conditioning. This car has been totally rebuilt. For the last four
months she has been on location with a top film company and is due to
appear in a major block buster film to be released next year

£59,500

Without Question the best 1959 Bentley SI on the market.
This car cannot be faulted in anyway at all, body, interior, Chrome and
mechanics are absolutely perfect in every respect. It would be impossible

Established over 50 years
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Simply Magnificent
1923 Rolls-Royce 20 hp Landaulette Coachwork by Hooper.
Awarded first place at the 2019 Rolls-Royce National Rally. Her
interior and exterior are totally original and in outstanding condition.
Mechanically she has been maintained regardless of cost with
everything needed done by Rolls-Royce experts and she drives
superbly having a very extensive history file. Full set of side screens
to the driver's compartment. Recent work includes a complete rewire.
She cruises comfortably at 40 mph with a good oil pressure and a
steady temperature. £49,950

Below, left

Really Stunning
1954 Bentley R
Type Automatic
4½-litre Full Flow Big
Bore.  Being totally
restored some 15
years ago with all new
interior, bare metal
re-spray all re
chromed total
mechanical overhaul a
truly superb example
well above the normal.
Factory sunroof, all
original small and
large tools.

£37,500.

WANTED: ROLLS-ROYCES AND BENTLEYS pre-1990
Please visit www.ivorbleaneyclassiccars.co.uk for further details and photos
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A unique Bentley Continental
Stuart Bladon recalls a very unusual

‘Used Car on the Road’

Journalists are warned never
to use the word ‘unique’

because there’s always
another one hiding some-
where.  But this Bentley really
was the only one built by the
Italian coach-builder
Pininfarina as a two-door
coupé to special order from
Rolls-Royce.

My chief memory of this car
was a bit tainted by theft.  We
had parked it in the rather
unsalubrious Wapping area of
south London, and
unfortunately my wife left her

handbag on the passenger
seat in full view.  When we
returned to the car we were
dismayed to see that the
opening quarter-widow in the
passenger door had been
smashed, and the handbag, of
course, was gone.  She lost a
bit of cash but nothing else of
value.  This was 1965 when
credit cards did not exist.
 I apologised profusely to
Offord and Sons of London
SW7 who had provided the car
for test and assured them that
the cost of repair would be
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paid for by the magazine.  In
fact, they never sent a bill,
perhaps reckoning that the
report, listed as No. 242 in my
series ‘Used Cars on the
Road’ and published in the 13
August 1965 issue of Autocar,
was valuable publicity and
worth much more than the
cost of the broken window.
 When new, ten years
earlier, its price had been
£4,890, swollen by purchase
tax (remember that
imposition?) to £6,929. .
Offord were offering the car at
£2,750 which, in view of its
superb condition, seemed
reasonable even with the high
value of the £ in those days.  I
wrote in the test report that it
looked so immaculate it could
have been driven straight off a
motor show display stand.

 This was one of the first
Continental chassis with the
then-new big engine enlarged
to 4,887 cc.  I don’t know
where I obtained that figure,
probably from the registration
document, as 4,750 cc is the
generally accepted capacity.
The six-cylinder engine was
not a high-revving unit, but
developed very high torque
which impressed the Germans
when they became interested
in Rolls-Royce and which led
to the adoption of the name for
this magazine.  With the limit
set at 4,300 rpm, its high
gearing gave a formidable
range of speeds, reaching 70
mph in second gear, and up to
100 mph in third.  The
acceleration by a ten-year old
car was impressive, reaching

Contd overleaf
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Pininfarina Bentley Contd
100 mph from rest in 42.7 sec.
I would have timed that
acceleration on our favourite
test venue, handy for London,
still known today as Majors
Farm Road, parallel to M4,
though now of course it is beset
with unrealistic speed limits.
 Fuel consumption was given
as 16-19 mpg, and oil loss was
in the order of a pint every 140
miles.
 The gear change, normally
on the right in a Bentley, had
been repositioned in the centre,
but it still had the lovely smooth
action for which the four-speed
Rolls-Royce gearbox was
noted.
 The only point for criticism
was the poor response of the
brakes, lacking the immediate
bite normal with the Rolls-

Royce mechanical servo
system, but the umbrella-handle
handbrake was noted as being
very effective.  I wish mine was!

Appreciation of the Bentley’s
ride comfort, which really did
seem to respond to adjustment
of the ride control on the
steering column, and effortless
performance, reminded one
how very far ahead of its rivals
the Continental was when built
10 years earlier.
 All tools, including a fine
fitted tray in the boot, were
complete, and the car came
with five near-new tyres.
 You wouldn’t have had a
laptop computer in 1965, but
today’s owner of the Pininfarina
Bentley Continental would have
difficulty stowing one in the boot
which is largely occupied by the
huge covered spare wheel.   In
fact it’s hard to imagine a more

exravagant car to
provide such limited
internal accommod-
ation.
 As I wrote in
conclusion of the test,
it is intriguing for
anyone who wants a
truly exclusive car.

Stuart Bladon



Brian on Cloud Nine
Motoring scribe and Chairman Brian Palmer reflects on a

trio of Cloud IIIs.   Pics: Frank Dale & Stepsons

At school I was never very good at
or interested in mathematics  but

if my math’s teacher - the rather
frightening Deputy Head - had asked
me to imagine driving or owning three
Rolls-Royce Silver Cloud IIIs I might
just have woken up.  Much later when
I tried three of these cars for Classic
Cars magazine I remarked that I was
on cloud nine and that it was no bad
way to start a week.

The trio was kindly supplied by
Frank Dale & Stepsons who had
recently moved to their new King
Street premises in Hammersmith. I’d
been following their progression
around the capital for years. First as
an impressionable schoolboy peering
through the plate glass off Sloane
Square, then in Fulham -  after
Hammersmith they wandered out to
Brentford on the Great West Road.
Now they operate with military

precision from spanking new premises
at Sandhurst,  Surrey.

My first temptation was a
standard steel Silver Cloud 111 in
mouth-watering Burgundy livery with a
sumptuous beige leather interior. The
final iteration of the breed before the
astonishingly innovative Silver
Shadow, the Cloud 111 and its
Bentley derivative have often been
rudely dismissed as warming over
yesterday’s dinner.

In retrospect, the Cloud III  can be
seen as the final flowering of a long
and highly regarded line. True, the
new gently sloping bonnet was hardly
approaching ski-jump gradients but it
was just modern enough and the twin
headlamp clusters either side of the
classical radiator probably added to
the overall grandeur as well as

Contd overleaf
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Cloud Nine Contd

The rare James
Young Silver
Cloud variant
was always
considered
elegant and
sleek

charting a clearer course at night.
It was also preparing us, though

we did not know it, for the more
horizontally-fashioned Shadow. The
Cloud III also sorted out the engine
gremlins that afflicted the first of the
new V8 engine in the Cloud II. Going
over to multiple-cylinder engines
seemed to cause the factory no end
of problems, as witness the pre-war
V12 Phantom III.

Stepping up into these cars was
worthy of comment in the late eighties
but today’s driver would probably feel
more at home with the lofty driving
position which in modern SUV
vehicles is commonplace. And who
would have thought that Rolls-Royce
and Bentley would be making their
own?

The biggest single difference that
you notice with these cars is not so
much width as length. And the view
forward with pronounced wing
creases and a gap between them and
the radiator means that these cars are

very easy to aim through the
maelstrom that is modern traffic.

Lightly powered steering is
another aid to guiding these large
cars around though fortunately not
nearly as low-geared as American
counterparts. I commented critically at
the time on the pedal arrangements,
not least the brake which is a dainty
pad hard against the steering column
- one suspects to deter left-foot
braking.

I’ve been an advocate of this
technique for years on cars with auto
gearboxes. Just because there’s no
clutch to operate does not mean
abandoning the redundant leg.
Indeed as editor Bladon has
demonstrated left-foot braking is
quicker and therefore safer.

And I’ve long maintained that our
sort of cars of this period must be
excellent at lowering blood pressure.
Cocooned as you are in other-worldly
luxury and quietude, the outside
realm seems a strangely manic place.
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A hurley-burley, as I said at the
time, of frantic Fords, hysterical
Hondas and raging Rovers.

My second mount was no less
fabulous - although always more
controversial. There is no doubt that
the two-door Mulliner Park Ward
Silver Cloud III was an eye-catching
example of sixties styling. A Bentley
Continental initially, I always thought
Norwegian Vilhelm Koren’s sharp-
suited design looked happier with the
angular Royce radiator.

It was undoubtedly a Rolls-Royce
for the owner driver to be seen in
whereas the standard saloon’s owner
might be more at home reading the
Financial Times in the back and
perhaps take over at the weekend
himself.

The interior saw equally radical
change. The spare styling owed more
to Georgian simplicity, or perhaps
Scandinavian postwar furnishings,
than the standard car’s almost
Edwardian opulence. The dashboard
is less ostentatious and the veneered
door capping almost apologetic. The
seats less like Pall Mall club
armchairs while two padded cubbies
neatly divide the front ones.

The cabin is glassy and light. An
electric sunroof lets in more sun and

air at the press of a button. Let’s face
it, you are meant to be seen in this car
- so you might need to adopt the dark
glasses favoured by A-listers to
escape the paparazzi’s attention.

My final course was, if anything,
even more rarified. The sleek James
Young four-door Continental saloon
(opposite) was exhibited at the 1963
London Motor Show. Just 20 copies
were run-off - though Bentleys were
more numerous.  James Young
bodies around this time can usually
be identified by their sinuous external
door handles with contrasting square
release buttons. The front quarter
windows are operated with dinky little
winders and neat miniature plated
Anglepoise reading lamps appeared
for the rear passengers. Another
Bromley trademark was ditching the
West of England cloth headlining for
genuine cow epidermis.

It pains me to recall that the
standard steel Cloud III was priced at
£28,500 in the late eighties, the
extensively restored MPW car at
£38,500 while the rare-as-hen’s-teeth
JY Continental topped the bill at 50K.

It fair makes you weep doesn’t it?

Brian Palmer

Standard Silver Cloud III
maintained an undeniable
patrician presence
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A Very Memorable Road Test
Stuart Bladon recalls the 1958 test of the

new Rolls-Royce Silver Cloud

After lunch I went down to the car
park and timidly opened the

passenger door of the Silver Cloud.  I
was greeted by the wonderful aroma
of leather, and gingerly stepped inside
to sit on the sumptuous passenger
seat.  I could hardly believe that I was
going to be there for three days
gazing along the huge bonnet with the
mascot in view far ahead.

I had been told that I was to go to
Belgium and do the Road Test of this
wonderful car for The Autocar, starting
next day.  The bad news was that my

companion would be Mike Clayton,
the journal’s chief road tester, and I
knew that he would hog the driving
and even worse that he loved to go to
a sleazy little café in Ostend called
Chez Mouche and down pint after pint
of Belgian beer.

But the good news was that there
was to be another car tested at the
same time, made by a Swedish firm
little known in Britain at that time,
Volvo.  The car was their new
Amazon model which they wanted to
import to Britain, so at least I would

This picture with the new Atomium built for the great Brussels world fair of 1958
was chosen  as the header for The Autocar Road Test of the new car



get some driving.  Clayton couldn’t drive
them both at the same time. We set off
next day to drive to Harwich for the
night ferry to the Hook of Holland and
the first experience of travelling in the
Silver Cloud was every bit as superb as
I had expected.  It was not only the
wonderful comfort of the lovely seat and
the smooth ride, but also the amazing
quietness.  I don’t think any car these
days quite matches that now that they
are all on radial ply tyres.

After landing at the Hook we drove
to The Hague and located the flat where
the would-be Volvo importer lived, and
standing outside parked at the kerb was
the Volvo Amazon looking very smart
with its two-tone finish and whitewall
tyres.  We were given a quick briefing,
told that they hoped to bring the car to
Britain as a private import at 12,600
kronor, equivalent to £868 in Britain.  By
comparison, the Silver Cloud was
priced at £5,694, plus £165 extra for the
newly available power steering.  We
headed towards Belgium in both cars
and I was impressed by the crisp
response of the Volvo’s four-cylinder
1.6-litre engine developing 85 bhp - a
lot for those days.

We stopped at the Zandvoort race
circuit to watch the end of the Tulip rally
and it was most exciting to see the cars
hurtling round the circuit, especially
when we found that a Volvo, the older
PV444 model had won the rally.  We
spent the night at an amenable country
hotel on the way to Belgium.  Editor
Maurice Smith had asked me to look in
on the great Brussels World Fair of
1958, so we decided to leave the Volvo
at the hotel and pick it up later after our
visit to Brussels.  Arrival at the entrance
and walking down the steps in the
beautiful May sunshine, seeing the
flowers and fountains was a memorable
experience.

We also went into the extraord-
inary Atomium,  representing an atom of
iron, and on leaving I said I was very
keen to get a picture of the Silver Cloud
with the Atomium in the background.
We managed it very well and the picture
I took with several Belgian passers-by
turning to look at the beautiful gold and
black Rolls-Royce made a perfect
heading picture for the Road Test. The
suggested caption ‘Silver Cloud, silver
balls’ was not used.

We returned to the hotel where I
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Rear view of
the Silver
Cloud shows
off its
beautiful
shape and
the finish in
black over
gold was
delightful

               Concluded overleaf
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climbed into the Volvo and Clayton was
gone in a moment leaving me to catch
up as he cruised along the autoroute
most of the time above 90 mph which
was near the Volvo’s top speed.
Suddenly I smelt petrol and realised
there must be a leak so I wisely
switched off the engine and coasted
onto the grass beside the motorway.

How lucky it was that I had stopped
the engine as the whole under-bonnet
area was awash with petrol. I tried to fix
it but then I heard a motor cycle pull up
and there was the welcome sight of an
ADAC patrol. He appreciated the
problem straight away, took off the bolt
from the other carburettor and said he
would go off and try to obtain another
one for me.   There was nothing for me
to do now but lie on the grass in the
sun.  Eventually I heard the motor cycle
return and the patrol man proudly
brandished two bolts for the
carburettors.  Before devaluation the
pound was strong and I tipped him
generously.  His eyes lit up and he said
I had given him more than he usually
earned in a week, and now I was mobile
again.  I found the Silver Cloud parked
in Ostend with a note fluttering from the
windscreen reading: ‘Am at our
favourite pub’.  Well, it wasn’t my
favourite and I rebuked him for not
coming to find where I had got to.  I had
been gone for three hours and he had
just sat there drinking beer.  Mouche
had to be trundled out to drape over the

bonnet of the Silver Cloud for a final
picture (bottom left). The Rolls-Royce
impressed with its performance,
reaching 80 mph from rest in 25 sec,
and 0 to 100 mph took 50.6 sec.  The
top speed was 106 mph and the fuel
consumption measured at the end of
the test was 12 mpg.

 With all the testing at last done
including the brakes it was time for us to
make tracks back to The Hague.  With
great reluctance Mike agreed that if he
was going to write the Road Test of the
Amazon he should at least drive it.  So I
now had a wonderful drive back to
Holland and The Hague, and marvelled
at the lightness of the steering, the
superb bite of the brakes, and the
marvellous seamless power from the
engine.

There was another delight in store
for me next day.  A tanker had leaked
latex rubber in the car hold and the cars
were all getting stuck in it, and
emerging with tyres showing no tread,
all full of latex.  The Silver Cloud had
travelled as deck cargo being too long
for lowering into the hold, and had a
tarpaulin over it with a hole neatly cut
to allow the Spirit of Ecstasy to pop
through.

Our car couldn’t be lifted off, we
were told, until all the cars were out of
the hold, and a delay of over an hour
was threatened.   Clayton had to get
back to the office with all the Road Test
data and my films, urgently needed for
the printer, so he departed by train and I
had another magnificent drive from
Harwich back to our London office.  It
was a most memorable drive.

Stuart Bladon

Silver Cloud  test concluded
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NEXT ISSUE:  Back to normality and enjoyment of our
wonderful cars.  When the next issue appears, copy for which
would be appreciated, please, by Wednesday, 17th August,
there will still be many Wessex events to be enjoyed.
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